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Workshop 1 
BASIC FUNCTIONS 

Tuesday 8th November 
2 hours 

 

Activity 1 :  
Sprite’s movements and interactions 

 
1.  Make “Sprite1” move with keyboard keys. It must go upwards when up arrow is 
pressed, downwards when down arrow is pressed, and also to the right and the 
left. 
→ Use these blocks from Motion  and Events  menus : 

 
 
2. Create a new sprite. Choose “Ghost1” from the library. As soon as the green flag 
will be clicked, “Ghost1” must move forward indefinitely and bounce if it touches 
the edge of the screen. 
→ Use these blocks from Motion , Events  and Control menus : 

 
You may have to use this block if ghost’s path is too predictable : 

 
 
3.  Make the ghost say “ I got you! ” for a while when it touches the cat.  
→ Use these blocks from Looks , Control  and Sensing menus : 

 



The ghost must talk every time it touches the cat right from the beginning of the 
game. So you will also have to use “ When green flag is clicked ” in Events’ block and 
“forever” loop in Control ’s block to achieve this step. 
 
4.  Upload a new backdrop from file  
 labyrinth.jpg 
At the beginning of the game (green flag), “ Cat1 ” must be at x=-90 and y=-150 
position. It must return to that same position every time it touches the labyrinth 

wall or the ghost. (You may have to reduce sprite’s size by selecting  at the top 
of the window and clicking on the sprite.) 
→ Use these new blocks from Motion, and Sensing menus : 

 
 

5.  Make the cat say that it’s safe when it gets to the exit and stop the game. 
→ Use this new block from Control  menu : 

 
 
 

Activity 2 :  
pen / loops / blocks 

 
1.  import the following blocks from the pen  menu 
(choose the colour you want for the pen) 
 
 
 
          It may also be useful  to use these 2 blocks : 

 
 
2.  Now, try this script . 
Because of step 1., the sprite is now  writing when 
moving ! 
 
 



3. Use the Control menu + this previous script to create 
this cross (Only 1 additional block is necessary !!) : 
 
 
 
 
 
4.  Now you are going to give a name to this script. 
Go to More Blocks  menu. Choose “ Make a Block ” and name it “ cross ” 

 
 

Place this Block at the top of your script 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Challenge !!  Use this new block “ cross ” to create this drawing. Each time you 
click “ c ” a new cross appears (with a new colour). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Activity 3 :  
Variables and operators 

 
In this activity, we will program a game  : a player will have to guess a mysterious 
number chosen at random by a sprite. If the player proposes an incorrect 
answer, the sprite tells him if the mysterious number is more  or less than the 
proposal . 
 
1.  In Data  menu, create a variable and call it “mysterious number ”. New blocks will 
appear to handle with this variable. 
 
2.  At the beginning of the game (green flag), the sprite must choose a random 
number from 1 to 1000 for “ mysterious number ” variable. 
→ Use these new blocks from Data  and Operators  menus : 

 

Note that “round” blocks such as  or  can be put 
inside  other blocks. 
 
3.  Make the sprite asks the player what is his proposal.  
→ Use this block from Sensing menu : 

 

The answer will be affected to the block . 
 
4.  Now, it’s time to compare player’s proposal to the mysterious number. 
You will have to check if player’s proposal is equal, superior or inferior to the 
mysterious number and make the sprite’s answer suitable. 
→ Use these blocks from Data , Control , Operators , Looks  and Sensing menus : 

 
 

To let the player try again after an incorrect answer, it could be appropriate 
to  use other loops options from Control menu like : 



 
 

 
Activity 4 :  

Lists 
 

Now, we are going to use lists from the Data menu in a short application : 
associating countries with their capitals. 
 
1.  In Data  menu, create a list and call it “countries ”. At this point, the list appears in 
the scratch window but it is empty. We are going to fill it with the six ICT World 
partner's countries. Click on the “+” and add the first country. Continue until the list 
is full. 

                            ... 
Now each country is associated to its number in the list. 
 
2.  Create a second list named “Capitals ” and fill it with corresponding capitals. Be 
careful to respect the SAME order as in “ countries ”. 
 
3.  Now let’s create a short question/answer game. Create a variable, called “ k”  for 
example, and set it to a random number from 1 to 6. Then make the sprite ask what 
is the capital of the number k country. 
→ Use these blocks from Data , Operators  and Sensing menus : 

 



 
4.  Now, check the player answer and make the sprite says if it’s right or wrong. 
→ Use these blocks from Data , Control , Operators , Looks  and Sensing menus : 

 
 

You can use a “forever” loop to make the game start again and again and, of 

course, hide the two lists by unchecking them ( ) to make the game more 
difficult ! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Workshop 2 
ART WITH SCRATCH 

Tuesday 8th November 
1h 20min 

 
 
 
 

1.  Some examples are projected, get inspired ! 
 
2.   Create your own creative works.  Save the best ones in folder  
u: \Erasmus+\Scratch\Workshop2\ 
 
3.  Public presentation of your best products. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Soluce : 
 
Corrections : 
Activity 1 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/p430em79kwgp7ap/Scratch%20workshop%201%20%28activity%201%29.
sb2?dl=0 
fond d’écran : https://www.dropbox.com/s/700bdn0gi64jj5d/Labyrinth.JPG?dl=0 
Activity 3 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t1iyoaab60om5dh/Scratch%20workshop%201%20%28activity%203%29.sb
2?dl=0 
Activity 4 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/parea7fyvdf6e78/Scratch%20workshop%201%20%28activity%204%29.sb2
?dl=0 
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